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This packet was created as a companion piece
to the NoHo Home Alliance Sleepout Event on

October 3rd, 2020.

 
This packet contains educational resources 
for kids and kids-who-can-TikTok alike, to 

help us expand our empathy and empower us.

None of us is as smart or strong as all of us.  
Through such tools, and the greater access to 
knowledge they give us, we can become even 

stronger together--strong enough, even, to 
end the plight of Homelessness.
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The World Around Us series introduces children to 
complex cultural, social and environmental issues that 
they may encounter outside their homes, in a way that 
is accessible. Sidebars offer further reading for older 
children or care providers who have bigger questions. 
For younger children just starting to make these 
observations, the simple question-and-answer format 
of the main text will provide a foundation of knowl-
edge on the subject matter.

A gentle introduction to the issue of poverty, On Our 
Street explores the realities of people living with 
inadequate resources. Using age-appropriate 
language, this book addresses mental illness, home-
lessness and refugee status as they are connected to 

this issue. Insightful quotes from individuals and organizations such as UNICEF are included throughout 
to add further perspective on the issue. An invaluable section on how kids can help empowers readers to 
take what they have learned and use it to make a difference.

Child psychologist Dr. Jillian Roberts created this series to guide parents/caregivers through conversa-
tions about difficult issues in a reassuring and hopeful manner and help children understand their 
expanding awareness of the world around them. (Amazon)

On Our Street
By Dr. Jillian Roberts & Jaime Casap

Our first Talk About Poverty

Grade Level: 1 - 4

Sti� a Family
By Brenda Reeves Sturgis
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A little girl and her parents have lost their home and must 
live in a homeless shelter. Even worse, due to a common 
shelter policy, her dad must live in a men's shelter, sepa-
rated from her and her mom. Despite these circumstanc-
es, the family still finds time to be together. They meet at 
the park to play hide-and-seek, slide on slides, and pet 
puppies. While the young girl wishes for better days when 
her family is together again under a roof of their very own, 
she continues to remind herself that they're still a family 
even in times of separation. (Amazon)
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With humor and warmth, this children’s picture book 
raises awareness about poverty and hunger. Best 
friends Sofia and Maddi live in the same neighbor-
hood, go to the same school, and play in the same 
park, but while Sofia’s fridge at home is full of 
nutritious food, the fridge at Maddi’s house is empty. 
Sofia learns that Maddi’s family doesn’t have enough 
money to fill their fridge and promises Maddi she’ll 
keep this discovery a secret. But because Sofia 
wants to help her friend, she’s faced with a difficult 
decision: to keep her promise or tell her parents 
about Maddi’s empty fridge.

Filled with colorful artwork, this storybook address-
es issues of poverty with honesty and sensitivity 
while instilling important lessons in friendship, 
empathy, trust, and helping others. A call to action 
section, with six effective ways for children to help 
fight hunger and information on antihunger groups, 
is also included. (Amazon)

Uncle Wi�ie
By DyAnne DiSalva-Ryan

and the Soup Kitchen

Maddi’s Fridge
by Lois Brandt

Grade Level: K - 3
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A boy spends the e day with Uncle Willie in the soup 
kitchen where he works preparing and serving food 
for the hungry. A gentle and age-appropriate intro-
duction to two key issues of our time—hunger and 
homelessness—from a kid's point of view. 

This empathy-building book is good for sharing at 
home or in a classroom. 
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June Peters, You Will Change the World One Day aims 
to encourage young children by teaching them the 
value of giving back to others. Through this book, 
children will learn that at any age they can make a 
difference in the world around them. June, is a natu-
ral-born giver always putting the needs of others 
before her own. This book is thought-provoking and
exciting, parents and children will both enjoy reading it. 
(Amazon)

I May Not Have a Home
By Catherine Andrea Landrault

but I Have Rights 

June Peters,
By Alika Turner

You Will Change the World Someday

Grade Level: K - 4
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Stories of homelessness are not always for children... this 
book is! Written from lived experience and illustrated by 
children "I May Not Have A Home" is an educational tool to 
start a discussion about Homelessness and Human 
Rights. It sets an example that we shouldn't fear what we 
don't understand, we should educate. This book is based 
on the Homeless Charter of Rights written by the Client 
Action Committee, a group of advocates and ambassa-
dors with lived experiences in homelessness. Each page 
contains: The Right as quoted in the charte; A rewording 
of the Right in elementary level English; An illustration by 
a child 6-12 years old showing their interpretation of the 
Right based on a conversation held with their parent or 
guardian about homelessness. The book concludes with 
a list of suggestions to take Homeless Rights "Out of the 
book and into the street" in safe, cost-effective, and 
impactful ways. (Amazon)
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Mary is in the fourth grade at a school in the San Fernando Valley. 
Her mother is ill and her  grandmother is looking after both of them. 
Unfortunately, with caring for her daughter, she is unable to work to 
pay the rent. They are homeless and Mary’s mother is staying with 
one of her sisters.

However, there is not enough room for all three of them, so Mary and 
her grandmother spend each week sleeping in the living room and 
staying with a different member of the family. They rotate among 
three different homes; one of which is close to the school, but the 
others are  quite a distance away. Mary has no privacy and no space 
of her own, nowhere to put her things, nowhere to do homework. 
She can’t invite friends around or go to play with them because she 
is living too far away from where she used to live.

She had been at the school since first 
grade, has friends there and always did 
well. She is still at the same school and 
some weeks she can walk to school, 
while other weeks she has to take two 
buses to get there with her grand-
mother. The other children in the class 
do not know about her situation.

Her teacher was concerned because 
Mary had become very quiet and she 
was not completing her homework. 
She put aside some time after school 
to spend with Mary while waiting for 
her grandmother to come and became 
a great support to the family.

Meet Mary

Draw Mary As
You Imagine Her!

Practicing Empathy
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Thoughts & Conversations
1. If Mary was your cousin, where could she stay in your house and how could you 
give her a little bit of space to do her homework and put some clothes away safely?

2. How could you make her feel comfortable and welcome back at your house in 
the weeks that she would be away staying with other cousins?

3. Imagine that you are Mary. What would you need and want to have but may not 
be comfortable asking for?

4. What might be good about her staying with you, and what might be difficult 
for you and for Mary?
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I Wonder
if I have a classmate or friend that’s homeless?

if someone sleeps in their car, are they considered homeless?

how does one become homeless?

how would I feel if I was homeless?

what do they think about?

what would they wish for?

how does a homeless kid go to school?

how do they complete their homework or study?

do kids get bullied more if they’re homeless?

have I ever bullied or helped someone who is homeless?

how could I make a homeless kids/person life better?

do they have any pets and how do they care for them?

are they afraid?

I wonder...
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Each year the LA Homeless Services Authority, with the help of thousands of 
volunteers, conducts a count of unhoused persons living in area shelters, on the 
streets and in vehicles.  Study the summary of data for Service Provider Area 2 
(San Fernando Valley and Santa Clarita Valley) on the page below.  Then use the 

study questions to deepen your understanding of the diversity in homelessness.

What percentage of people experiencing homelessness are reported to have a 
substance abuse disorder? A serious mental illness? Physical disability? What 
does this suggest about our society’s ability to support people with mental or 

physical illnesses? What programs might be useful to help persons experiencing 
homelessness who have disabilities or illnesses? 

What is the largest age group of people experiencing homelessness in the San 
Fernando Valley? What is the second highest? What might make these two age 

groups particularly vulnerable to experiencing homelessness?

African-Americans make up only approx. 5% of the population in the SFV. They are 
greatly overrepresented (22%) in the SFV’s homeless count while white people are 
underrepresented in the homeless population. Why might this be? What are some 

systemic barriers that may lead to this?

What percentage of the homeless population is chronically homeless? What might 
be some barriers for those who are chronically homeless to becoming housed? 

What % of the homeless population over 18 years old has experienced domestic 
violence? What services might be important to assist those experiencing violence 

on the streets or in their homes? 

What Data Can Teach
us About Homele�ne� 

in the SFV
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Example



View the eight-minute video “The Hidden Homelessness Crisis in California” about 
a mother and daughter who sleep in their vehicle. Use the discussion questions 

below to deepen your understanding of youth and family homelessness.  

The Hidden Homelessness Crisis In California:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wCHtOTxQak

What are some stereotypes or preconceived notions we as a society have about 
people experiencing homelessness? Do Danielle and her daughter fit those ste-

reotypes? Why or why not?

What services or utilities does Danielle need access to? How does she provide 
these for her and her daughter? What are some challenges to accessing necessi-

ties for people experiencing homelessness?

How is the cost of living directly tied to the cycle of homelessness? 

Why are safe parking lots important for people experiencing homelessness that 
live in their cars? How might these programs help people? 

What do you know about affordable housing? How does a lack of affordable hous-
ing lead to higher numbers of people who are unhoused? How is safe parking an 

alternative? Is it a perfect alternative? Why or why not?

This video was made two years ago.  In the context of COVID 19, how might some 
of the challenges in accessing necessities increase or decrease for people experi-

encing homelessness?

What homeless services do you know of in your community that can assist people 
like Danielle and her daughter? What services might need to be extended or 

expanded? 

The Hidden Homele�ne�
Crisis in California
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National Alliance to End Homelessness
endhomelessness.org

National Coalition for the Homeless
nationalhomeless.org

Stand Up for Kids
standupforkids.org

Family Promise
familypromise.org

National Center on Family Homelessness
air.org

Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline (USA)
childhelp.org/hotline/

UNESCO
en.unesco.org

UNICEF USA
unicefusa.org

World Health Organization
who.int

United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights
un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child in Child Friendly Language
unicef.org/rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf

Additional Resources
on Homele�ne�




